Top 10 Tips for Effective Tutoring
Follow established effective practice in supporting your students. Act in accordance with the UKAT
Core Values of Personal Tutoring and Academic Advising, follow the competencies articulated in
the UKAT Professional Framework for Academic Advising and Personal Tutoring, and make use of
resources available to personal tutors through UKAT (https://www.ukat.uk).

tutoring is about being human

Students have different needs, pressures,
backgrounds, and motivations for learning. Use active listening to focus your
attention on what students have to say.

tutoring can be both academic and pastoral

Effective tutoring acknowledges students’
academic and pastoral needs. Recognise
the importance of skilled interpersonal
conversations that explore both academic
and personal goals, as well as the reality
that students face.
set boundaries

Tutoring helps students to become
independent, boundaries are essential,
students have responsibilities too. An
open conversation about how you can
provide support can help to manage
unrealistic expectations.

know your limits

Only advise and guide within the limits of
your own expertise. Effective tutoring
involves active referral to specialist
services.

connect students to their peers

Tutors encourage peer networking by
creating group-based learning opportunities, employing peer-learning strategies
and championing peer mentoring and
peer-assisted study support programmes.
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apply tutoring principles at all times

Effective tutoring principles apply to all
teaching and learning settings. Call on the
information you see and hear in formal
and informal settings, inside and outside
the classroom.

consider how students engage

Don’t limit tutoring to one-to-one meetings. Use group tutorials to promote peer
connections, communicate information
efficiently. Use the VLE to create flipped
tutoring activities which leads to richer
student engagement.
embrace technology

Technology can facilitate connections to
your students wherever they may be. Use
institutional dashboards and data to
inform richer learning conversations.
Record notes and interactions electronically.
look after your own wellbeing

Use institutional support networks to get
support after particularly difficult conversations. Discuss what you see and hear
with colleagues, but remember to respect
confidentiality. Involve senior colleagues
with tricky cases.
focus on your professional development

Take advantage of institutional training
opportunities. Connect with UKAT’s events
and resources. Ground your practice in the
scholarship of personal tutoring. Seek
Professional Recognition of your competency as a tutor.
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